
Typhur Expands its Revolutionary Kitchen
Appliances with Launch of UK Website

Typhur Launches award-winning InstaProbe Instant-

Read Meat Thermometer and Wireless Sync Meat

Thermometer

Committed to revolutionizing cooking

through the integration of technology and

ease Typhur is transforming the culinary

experience for home chefs across the UK.

UK, May 3, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

LONDON, UK, May 2nd 2024 —Typhur

Inc., a leading provider of innovative

kitchen appliances and cooking

technology, is thrilled to announce its

official website launch in the United

Kingdom. Committed to revolutionizing

cooking through the integration of

technology, precision, and ease, Typhur

is transforming the culinary experience

for home chefs across the UK.

Merging science with culinary artistry,

Typhur introduces a range of advanced

appliances designed to make the cooking process more enjoyable and efficient. From the top-

rated Typhur InstaProbe, voted the best digital meat thermometer of 2024 by USA Today, to the

Typhur Sync, offering unparalleled stability and accuracy, Typhur appliances are set to redefine

Excited to announce

Typhur's expansion into the

UK. Cooking. Innovation and

great taste have no

boundaries, and I'm thrilled

to be part of a company that

blends both.”

Brooklyn Peltz Beckham

the way home chefs approach cooking.

"We are excited to bring Typhur's innovative kitchen

solutions to the UK market," said Allen Fung, Managing

Director of Typhur Inc. "Our goal is to empower home

chefs with the tools they need to create exceptional dishes

with precision and ease. The UK launch is a significant step

towards our mission of becoming the leading experts in

cooking science worldwide."

Having already collaborated with renowned culinary

enthusiasts, chefs, and influencers, including UK native Brooklyn Peltz Beckham, this

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://uk.typhur.com/
https://uk.typhur.com/


Typhur Inc.

Brooklyn Peltz Beckham, Typhur Ambassador

momentous expansion reflects

Typhur’s commitment to delivering

cutting-edge kitchen technology to all

home cooks across the globe. With

ambassador and Sous Vide Everything

host Guga Tosta also on board, Typhur

is proud to offer a diverse range of

culinary inspirations to its customers.

“Excited to announce Typhur's

expansion into the UK. Cooking has

been a lifelong passion for me—it's

more than just ingredients; it's about

the love you bring to the table.

Innovation and great taste have no

boundaries, and I'm thrilled to be part

of a company that blends both,

creating products that help empower

aspiring chefs to achieve professional

results at home,” Brooklyn Peltz

Beckham says of the launch.

Product Availability and Pricing

Typhur InstaProbe, the world’s fastest

and most accurate food thermometer.

Patent pending DCTi™ (Direct Contact

Thermal Integration) process allows for

direct thermal conduction between the

sensor and target object at readings of

just .5 seconds. 

MSRP: £99 , available on  https://uk.typhur.com/products/instaprobe

Press Kit

Typhur Sync, a wireless food thermometer with two separate probes. Boasting 6 sensors in each

probe, the Typhur Sync pushes the limits in both accuracy and stability.

MSRP £249 , available on https://uk.typhur.com/products/sync-wireless-thermometer 

Press Kit

Typhur's commitment to excellence extends beyond its products, as the company provides

comprehensive support to its customers through its user-friendly app, real-time customer

https://uk.typhur.com/products/instaprobe
https://uk.typhur.com/products/sync-wireless-thermometer


service, and hassle-free warranty and return policies.

To learn more about Typhur and explore their range of advanced kitchen appliances, visit

https://uk.typhur.com/

For PR / Press inquiries:

Danielle Spoleti, Head of Public Relations

danielle.spoleti@typhur.com

For sales inquiries:

Alex Siow, Head of Sales

alex.siow@typhur.com

For partnership inquiries:

Allen Fung, Director of Business Development

allen.f@typhur.com

About Typhur Inc.:

Typhur Inc. is a leading provider of advanced kitchen appliances and cooking technology aimed

at revolutionizing the culinary experience for home chefs worldwide. With a focus on innovation,

precision, and ease, Typhur is dedicated to elevating cooking standards and making the kitchen a

place of creativity and enjoyment.
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Typhur Inc.
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